Erskine Overnight Guest List
2000
Dr. Sky’s updates on astronomy is heard 1st & 3rd weeks www.drsky.com
01/01
Warren Freiberg, psychic for The Sun & The Globe tabloid newspapers. For
readings have your questions ready (3 or 4) call: 800) 993-9ESP (993-9377)
William Thomas, update on contrails (see 12/4) www.islandnet.com/wilco
Sinclair Noe, daily financial-talk host on KFNN 1510-AM our Phoenix affiliate. A
discussion about the outlook for the stock markets in 2000.
01/08
Dr. Frederick W. Ernst, America’s “Ralph Nader” of medicine, author of Now
They Lay Me Down To Sleep-What You Don’t Know About Anesthesia and
Surgery May Harm You, with lifesaving suggestions on how to choose a doctor
and hospital.
Marsha Collier, author eBay for Dummies, www.collierad.com/coolebaytools
Eric Stein, author Everything I Know About Life I Learned From Trash Talk TV,
www.eric@ericstein.com

01/15
Terri Bowersock, owner Terri’s Consign & Design, author Success, It Can Be
Yours, how despite dyslexia she built her business from $2000 to over $26
million dollar fortune. Terri reveals her formulas & determination.
Dr. Nick Begich, author Angels Don’t Play This HAARP & Toward A New
Alchemy, www.earthpulse.com
Andras Nevai, owner of The Pendulum Works, How to unleash your “inner child”
and use the pendulum to open your psychic ability. www.pendulums@sedona.net
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01/22
Robert M. Schoch, PH.D., ,from Boston University is author of my favorite book
of 1999 Voices of the Rocks, a tour de force of ancient Egypt and what the
lessons of the past predict for the future of mankind. www.teamatlantis.com/schoch
William Henry, author of The Peacemaker & The Tree of Life, One Foot In
Atlantis, and The Keepers of Heaven’s Gate. Prophetic forecasts for our future
based on sacred writing of the world’s great religions.
Dana Holyfield, Swamp Cookin’, Louisianna Bayou recipies and information on
the Honey Island Swamp Monster (a soon the be made movie)
01/29
Dr. Lorraine Day MD, former Chief of Orthopedic Surgery at San Francisco
General Hospital, author of Cancer Doesn’t Scare Me Anymore, and AIDS, What
The Government Isn’t Telling You. Cure for Aids and Cancer without drugs,
chemotherapy or other “traditional” treatments. Dr. Day discusses how she cured
herself.www.drday.com
Lynn Portnoy. From Detroit, author of Going Like Lynn, A series of liberating
travel primers for women. We covered New York, and Paris. www.goinglikelynn.com
Mel Weiser. Author of Nick Nolte,Caught In the act. From negotiations to wrap
party Weiser uses his protégé Nolte to take us on a movie shoot. Details about
the dedicated rebel Nolte and the inner workings of friendless Hollywood.
Michael Vincent Boyer, from Montgomery Alabama, has done sight locations for
over 100 movies including Forrest Gump and Driving Miss Daisy. Boyer’s
magazine Goodbye Hollywood, rates movies and television into 3 categories,
worthwhile, worthless and viewer discretion. Boyer also goes into the reasons
Hollywood is so decadent in their products. Available @ 877-7257
02/05
Supreme Commander James W. Moseley, editor and publisher of Saucer Smear,
is the court jester of UFOlogy. With almost 50 years of investigative experience
Moseley is uniquely qualified to discuss the good/bad/and ugly concerning UFO’s
Jeffrey Leeds, author of The Spice of Life Cookbook, the complete book of
chicken cookery. Jeffery has over 120 chicken recipes all under 500 calories and
heart healthy. Jeffrey wrote this superb book after his heart transplant.
Carl Waldman, aka Dr. Dolt & Dullard, author of The Complete Idoit’s Guide for
Dumies, a parody of the dummy self-help books which illustrates the dumbing of
America.
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02/12
Denie Hiestand & Shelley Hiestand, authors from New Zealand of Electrical
Nutrition, and Journey To Truth. A non-traditional approach to spirituality,disease,
and nutrition. Not politically correct as Denie encourages eating meat for better
health and supports his claim with clinical evidence. www.vibrationalmedicine.com
Ardie Davis, Kansas City author of The Great BBQ Sauce Book, a not THE guide
to America’s best BBQ sauces and recipes. www.tenspeed.com
Jan Patelli, from Jupiter Florida wrote the course Bridge Over Troubled Bidding,
Bridge has become one of America’s fastest growing pastimes. Jan discusses
why bridge is increasing in popularity and how to simplify your game.
Joseph Strumph, from Salt Lake City, discusses his proposal that states
withdraw from the union under certain circumstances and if certain executive
orders are issued. His proposal draws a line in the sand. It is currently out of
committee in Arizona.
02/19
Chibari Bird, wife of the late Christopher Bird is carrying on his tradition of
providing new solutions to restore our planet. We discussed Secrets Of the Soil.
www.earthpulse.com

Dr. Alan Hirsch MD, author of Scentsational Sex, and Dr. Hirsch’s Guide To
Scentsational Weightloss, the Neurological Director of the Smell and Taste
Treatment and Research Foundation in Chicago. Dr. Hirsch discussed how smell
effects our eating habits and how various smells can re-invigorate or depress us
sexually and emotionally. www.smellandtaste.com
Kenneth C. Bucchi, author of Inside Job, this former CIA operative details his
time working deep undercover as a corporate spy. Unbelievable, exciting tale
that will leave you on the edge of your seat. www.penmarin.com
Barbara Russell Chesser, the principle editor for Chicken Soup for the Golden
Soul. Beautiful, heartwarming stories about the way we were and in many cases
the way we should be. Stories of courage, success, transformation, though
geared for older readers, this book is full of inspiration from both the famous and
not well known, which can help all regardless of age. www.chickensoup.com
02/26
Bobby Gaylor, comedian, writer, film director, and former head writer for
Roseanne. Discussed his Atlantic Records hit Suicide.
Joel Rothschild, author of Signals ,one of the longest living AIDS survivors
discussed his pact made with his friend to communicate after death. Albert
committed suicide …then the Signals began. www.joelrothschild.com
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Denie Hiestand, returned to discuss Journey of Truth. A true spiritual adventure
from New Zealand to the United States. A profound and powerful tale of
discovery where we learn man is a Spiritual Being having a human experience.
Unconventional and exciting. www.vibrationalmedicine.com
03/04
Chester Aaron, author of The Great Garlic Book & Garlic Is Life. Garlic has been
PROVEN to be a near miracle product in reducing chlorestral, length and severity
of colds, and bolsters the immune system. Chester covered 40 varieties of garlic,
how to grow garlic and recipes from soup to pancakes. www.mostlygarlic.com
Julie Gillentine. Author of Messingers, a story of Egyptian discovery of lost
energy sources, anti-gravity, and a new spirituality. Julie does astrology, Dream
Analysis, and a mainstream business background.
Dr. Will Sandstrom Phd, discussed the Ancient Finnish connection with the
building of the Sphinx and pyramids. Dr. Sandstrom arrived at his revolutionary
theory through linguistic research and comparing ancient Finnish with the
Egyptian language.
03/11
Dr. Edward J. Conley DO, author of America Exhausted will discuss new “cures”
for chronic fatigue and fibromyalgia. Dr. Conley presents vital information
concerning the inter-connectedness of our bodies and our environment.
www.cfids.com

Dr. George Porter DVM, author of PetER told stories from his 30 years
experience as a veterinarian. He also spoke on emergency procedures you can
to to save your pets life.
Riley G, John Riggs and Gerry McCambridge. Discussed the so called expose
programs, especially of magic and magicians, and possible lack of journalistic
integrity on television. In a heated debate the lack of ethical leadership by the
Psychic Entertainers Association was shown. www.Psicop.com , www.saintlucifers.com ,
www.mentalist.com

Lexie Brockway Potamkin told of her insightful collection of famous and not so
famous peoples explanation of What Is Spirit?. Lexie has interviewed Roma
Downey, Donald Trump, Jimmy Carter and others for this uplifting book, lavishly
illustrated by Peter Max. What Is Spirit? Messages from the heart is a delightful
book that asks you to question yourself before and after reading.
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03/18
Donald H. Wolfe, author of The last Days of Marilyn Monroe. THE book on the
Marilyn Monroe death conspiracy. Mr. Wolfe interviewed over 85 people and
exposes details about what happened at the Cal-Neva in Tahoe plus her
relationship with Robert Kennedy, Sinatra, Sam Giancana. He reveals the coverup of this murder.
Ed Griffin wrote the now classic The Creature of Jeckel Island. The definitive
work on the formation and ownership of the Federal Reserve. The rise in interest
rates and tax time looming made this topic right on target. www.realityzone.com
Richard Motzer former Phoenix MUFON field investigator and Peter Gersten
director of CAUS. Special Phoenix “UFO” debate. This debate hosted by Dr. Sky
and featured Erskine as the moderator. Excerpts were played.
Dancing Naked, refers to Dr. Robert Chope’s book about how to break emotional
limits and achieve the job you desire.
03/25
Harry Browne, Libertarian candidate for president, author of Why Government
Doesn’t Work, and The Great Libertarian Offer out May 2000. www.harrybrowne.com
John E. Brandenburg and Monica Rix Paxson., authors of Dead Mars, Dying
Earth, told about possible past life on Mars which they contend still has
elementary lifeforms. How NASA was sabotaged by JPL plus what is needed to
save Earth from the fate that befell Mars. www.solarcafe.com/destinationspace
My Bug, the story of the Volkswagen Beetle and how it changed a generation, by
Michael Rosen, director of Thurber House.
CIA operative Linda McCarthy, discussed her book Spies, Pop Flies, and French
Fries: Stories I told My Favorite Visitors to the CIA Exhibit Center. A surprising
look at spies and their paraphernalia from the inside. www.historyisahoot.com
04/08
Brad Steiger, returned to discuss his latest book Shadow World. Tales of
Spiritual encounters by the Master story teller.
Keith Whitney, discussed his book The Meeting, a fictional account about the
founding of the Federal Reserve System and it’s control over America
Paul Morgan, author of K-9 Soldiers, Vietnam and After. The role dogs played in
wartime and peacetime from finding lost children and criminals to protecting their
owners at all costs. www.psi-research.com
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Jean Scott, the “Queen of Comps”, so dubbed by 48 hours TV program, told how
to get the most out of any gambling trip. Mrs. Scott’s book The Frugal Gambler
is the “Bible” for those looking to maximize casino offers. www.lasvegasadvisor.com
04/15
Robert Roth of the Natural Law Party discussed his views and book A Reason
To Vote. Not the same ideas but real concerns about healthcare, nutrition, and
energy. www.natural-law.com
Willie Jolly, author of a terrific uplifting book with one of the world’s longest titles
A Setback is a Setup for a Comeback. Willie is a master motivator with a
message that is invaluable to every listener. Willie Jolley’s book gets Erskine’s
highest endorsement. www.williejolley.com or free hotline 1-888-2MOTIV8
Alex Constantine, investigative journalist, author of Virtual Government. CIA Mind
Control Experiments In America, Psychic Dictatorship In The USA, and The
Covert War Against Rock provide an unsettling look at governmental control and
manipulation of it’s citizens. Warning: Mr. Constantine may change your views on
several of today’s hottest issues, supposed suicides, and most famous trials.
WWW.feralhouse.com

Dr. Bruce D Schneider, says Relax, You’re Already Perfect. Dr. Schneider allows
us to feel comfortable with ourselves. Reducing stress CAN save lives & make
life better. 10 Spiritual lessons and 16 techniques to help anyone of any faith.
WWW.PerfectCreation.com

04/22
Editorial writer for the Las Vegas Review-Journal Vin Suprynowicz, syndicated
Libertarian columnist discussed his book Send In the Waco Killers. The
anniversary of Waco and the raid to obtain Elian Gonzoles. www.nguworld.com/vindex
Donald Miller from Eagle Creek, Oregon’s Prayer and the Art of Volkswagen
Maintenance. About finding God on the open road. www.roadsearching.com
Dick Lyles, master motivator and CEO of Ken Blanchard Companies author of
Winning Ways. Secrets to working well with people and getting what you want.
One of the must get books for success. www.penguinputnam.com
04/29
Michael Zezima, author of Saving Private Power gives a contrarian view of the
“Good War” W.W.II. The role of big business & the effect on every war since.
www.softskull.com

Marie DeYoung from San Antonio, This Woman’s Army. The alarming gender
problems in the military and needed solutions. www.psi-research,com/hellgate.htm
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Bill Wolcott, explains Metabolic Typing and why most diets don’t work. Bill’s
unique approach is geared to each individual being different. This may not be
your first diet, but it promises to be the one that lasts. www.metabolictyping.com
Don Fingerman, offers help with his book Internet for the Typewriter Generation.
A simple guide for those either afraid or needing help surfing the net. The perfect
gift to open the internet wonders for anyone over 50. www.typewritergeneration.com
05/06
B.G. Burkett, Co-chairman of the Texas Vietnam Memorial will discuss Stolen
Valor. Burkett shatters the “Rambo” image of Vietnam vets and names those
falsifying their service records. www.stolenvalor.com
Deborah Layton, an escapee of the Jim Jones Cult warns of cults operating right
now in America including the corporate cult mentality. Ms Layton is the author of
the new release and highly acclaimed Seductive Poison. www.seductivepoison.com
Susan Wilson Solovic, the former Miss America runner-up, emmy winning TV
anchor woman, attorney, and chairman of 1999 St.Louis Small Business Week.
How women can be taken seriously in the workplace and Internet legal tips
www.susan-says.com
Ken Gronvall, of Midas Resources tells all about gold/silver/coin scams in the
marketplace.
05/13
Mark Phillips, discussed Secrets and Lies, the dark and dangerous side of
spiritual searching and the “New Age”. www.mphillips.com
Paul Pasquichi & Andy Wyatt presented top 10 things to do to create a web
page. www.mvlnet.com
Ivy Helstein, a psychotherapist with 24 years experience revealed how we have
Infinate Abilities to “tap” into your intuition and make your dreams come true.
www.infinateabilities.com

Danielle Wood offered The Uncollege Alternative, incredible careers and
adventures without going to college.
05/20
Peter Serrano, noted spiritualist, discussed life after death and communicated
with those who have “crossed over”. He put audience members in touch with
loved ones on the “other side”. Peter is extraordinarily gifted. Call: 626) 333-4647
9-5 Pacific Time or E-Mail Thundrpsyk@AOL
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Ann Druffel, the matriarch of UFO research, told How To Defend Yourself From
Alien Abduction. The only researcher to provide help for the thousands of “so
called” abductees. Druffel questioned the extraterrestrial answer, while showing
similarities through the writings of the worlds sacred writings. She leaves open
the question if abduction is real, but it is real to the victims.
Bert Levy, race car driver and author of The Last Open Road and Montezuma’s
Ferrari, talks about all aspects of auto racing and the Indianapolis 500.
www.lastopenroad.com

05/27
Charlotte Iserbyt will discussed The Deliberate Dumbing Down of America. This
electrifying topic explained why our educational system has fallen into such a
non-functioning state and possible remedies. It has taken a plan and almost 100
years to dumb down America.
William Thomas with new evidence and explanations of CHEM TRAILS or the
spray poisoning of America. Thomas, the author of Scorched Earth,Chem-Trails,
and Bringing the War Home, presents scientific proven facts that could be
affecting us all. www.Islandnet/wilco.com
C.Clark “Smoky” Hale wrote The Great American Barbeque & Grilling Manual,
the name says it all. “Smokey” should be heard/read before you purchase or
even think of lighting a grill.
06/03
Nicholas Regush, of ABC News, discussed The Virus Within, Human Herpes
Virus-6 as a key to understanding Aids, MS, chronic fatigue and a host of other
illnesses. Other research included the possible Polio Vaccine contamination that
could be affecting us today. A book of hope and challenges. www.abcnews.com click
on health for the “second opinion” column
Paul O’Neil, producer/composer and the force behind the award-winning TransSiberian Orchestra. And their latest release Beethovan’s Last Night. O’Neil
helped launch, Aerosmith, Def Leppard, Ted Nugent, AC/DC, and Michael
Bolton. You may have seen him on Rosie O’Donnell, Donny & Marie, Conan
O’Brien.
Howard Brody M.D., Ph.D., Director of the Center for Ethics & Humanities @
Michigan State University, explained The Placebo Response. The definitive
scientific investigation of the mysterious mind-body healing process. Dr. Brody
builds a surprising bridge between traditional and alternative medicine.
www.innerpharmacy.com
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06/10
Ed Timperlake, from Washington DC discussed Red Dragon Rising. Communist
China’s threat to the United States is quite real and Ed presents a documented
clairion call to action. www.regnery.com
Doug Moe, award winning journalist with the Madison (wisconsin) Capital Times
talked about the late Mike Royko. Royko, a Chicago institution, affected politics,
and the thinking of a city if not the nation. Anyone interested in Chicago,
journalism before political correctness will appreciate Doug Moe’s Royko.
Buster Quist, from Phoenix just released his first novel Secrets. Buster, originally
from Green Bay, is a financial “trend” forecaster. Secrets, is about golf, politics,
and the way the “games” are played. Available in stores or online www.1stbooks.com
or 800/ 554-9367
Joel Rothschild, after numerous TV appearances including Roseanne, Montel
etc. returned to discuss more proof of life after death as seen through Signals.
www.joelrothschild.com

06/17
Mark Blumenthal, the founder and executive director of the American Botanical
Council in Austin Texas, teaches Medicinal Chemistry at the University of Texas.
Mark explains what herbs work and why. www.herbalgram.org
Richard Webster, my friend from New Zealand, returned to discuss Palmistry
Made Easy and the paranormal with one of the most prolific authors.
Mort Crim, 35 years a broadcast journalist, ABC correspondant and WDTV,
Detroit anchor. Crim hosts Second Thoughts on over 1,200 radio stations. Mort’s
latest book, How To Be As Terrific As Your Dog Thinks You Are !!! is fun,
positive and poignant. www.mortcrim.com
06/24
This years hottest diet is The Schwarzbein Principle. Diana Schwarzbein MD.
Bases her diet on metabolism and says it is more about health & youthfulness
than pure dieting. Endorsed by celebrities Larry (JR) Hagman and Suzanne
Somers. The Schwarzbein Square vs the Food Pyramid
Thomas Kidron, president of World.Com discussed the future of Cyberspace
from broadband to 3D. Kidron told how to prosper by glimpsing at the future of
the internet. www.worldcom.com
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Gerald Reaven MD , explains Syndrome X, how perfect cholesterol may not
shield you from a heart attack. A diet high in “good” fats is actually better for you.
Diet warnings from a medical nutrition pioneer. Dr. Reaven has researched

proper diet for 40 years at Stanford University. THIS IS THE BOOK YOU
SHOULD READ BEFORE BEGINNING ANY DIET. Your LIFE may depend on it.
www.shaman.com

In keeping with our 1st weekend of summer Roger Rappoport told of Vacation
Disasters based on his book I Should Have Stayed Home. Ways even the best
planned vacations can go askew. Roger publishes a range of travel, vacation,
and children’s books, all fun and positive. His free catalogue is a delight.
www.rdrbooks.com

07/01
Dr. Brian Weiss MD, a graduate Yale School of Medicine and former Chairman of
the Department of Psychiatry at Mount Sinai Medical Center in Miami, has
appeared on 48 hours and Oprah. His best selling books have sold millions
worldwide in 30 languages, and his lectures are always sold out far in advance.
Dr Weiss discussed Messages From The Masters, and explained about life after
death and reincarnation. www.brianweiss.com
The Dream Team, Jim and Pat Freija, are world renown for their ability to
interpret and analize dreams. Authors of Know Your Dreams, Know Yourself, a
workbook for dream analysis. www.knowyourdreams.com
Andras Nevai, owner of The Pendulum Works in Sedona Arizona, the world’s
largest pendulum wholesaler. Andras explained how to use a pendulum and
dowsing.
07/08
Mr. Brad Steiger, author/coauthor of 148 books with over 17 million copies in
print. Brad has appeared on Nightline, ABC News, NBC News, This Week with
David Brinkley, plus 22 episodes of Could It Be A Miracle. Brad is the Dean of
the Paranormal. He told of Shadow World, spiritual encounters that could change
your life. He also talked about Giants his upcoming special (7-13) on The
Learning Channel. www.bradandsherry.com
Janet Starr Hull, exposed the cover-up by drug companies and the government
concerning the dangers of Aspertaine (Nutra Sweet) since the 1970’s. Jane
authored Sweet Poison. She told of her hospitalization and personal torment and
the thousands of complaints about Aspertaine. How it was approved and the
corrupt research and pay-offs. www.sweetpoison.com
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Alex Constantine, author of The Covert War Against Rock. Talks about the
unknown stories behind the deaths of Jim Morrison, Phil Ochs, John Lennon.
The Mob and the CIA’s connection and partnership in music and radio. Money
and manipulation. www.feralhouse.com
07/15
Glen Spencer of the Voice of Citizens Together from Los Angeles.
Illegal Immigration has been one of the hottest news stories of the year. From
USA Today headlines to television news specials this is a situation that has no
easy answers. www.americanpatrol.com
Echo Bodine, world-renowned psychic who appeared on , The Other Side,
Encounters, Sightings, and Sally Jesse Raphael, authored Relax It’s Only A
Ghost. A real life “ghostbuster” with her spooky friends. www.echobodine.com
Alan Epstein’s As the Romans Do is a fun enlightening book. This is Italy’s
Millennium celebration year. Thinking of traveling to Italy or to learn of the culture
Alan Epstein lives in Rome and gives the “inside” scoop. www.astheromansdo.com
07/22
Peter Serrano, BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND discussed life after death. Once
again he put listeners from Florida to Oregon in touch with those “on the other
side”. Peter’s specific answers are uncanny in their accuracy. Peter is the BEST
I’ve ever heard. Call 626) 333-4647 9-5 pacific write Thundrpsyk@AOL
Bud Gardner, New York Times best selling author of Chicken Soup for the
Writer’s Soul, describes the elements needed to write and publish successfully.
This book WILL inspire you from the master motivator.www.bud-gardner.com
Gary Mckechnie takes us on The Great American Motorcycle Tour. Gary tells
about fun runs from Cape Cod to the Pacific Coast. Tips on side trips, scenic
stops, bike shops, and watering holes.
07/29
Bill Bonanno, of the New York crime family that inspired The Godfather. Author
of Bound By Honor, discussed his life and times, the mob involvement in the
Kennedy Assassination and much more. A true gentleman, and a great book
about an era a time, a tradition by a survivor & key figure
Deanna Sclar explains Auto Repair For Dummies. This is THE do it yourself
guide for auto repair. Deanna explains in the simplest of terms what makes a car
click with easy to follow upkeep suggestions. This is a manual for Yugo’s to Rolls
in an understandable, practical manner.
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Doris Wild Helmering, a 21 year columnist for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch talks
about the “seventh sense”, awareness. This enlightening author of Sense Ability
helps us get better control of our lives and move beyond any problem or crisis.
08/05
Major Glen MacDonald USAR, blew the lid off military corruption. Glen names
names with documented facts from the top down about sexual harrassment,
drugs, and the general decay of America’s fighting forces. www.militarycorruption.com
Leonard Garment counsel to the President (Richard Nixon) goes In Search of
Deep Throat. Garment details his life at the very highest levels of power. He
answers the 25 year mystery by naming Deep Throat the, source of Woodward &
Bernstein, responsible for bringing down the presidency of Richard Nixon.
Joseph Squatrito, author of A Desert of Sin. Love, Murder, Intrigue, and the mob
are involved with this inside story of the “seamy” side of the glitzy Las Vegas.
Joe’s fictionalized (to protect the guilty) account of stories the “powers that be”
never wanted told. www.atlasbooks.com
08/12
Jerry Smith & George Piccard, from Reno, are two of the leading conspiracy
investigators. Authors of Liquid Conspiracy & HAARP The Ulitmate Weapon of
the Conspiracy. These intrepid researchers disclose government mind control
operations. www.liquidconspiracy.com
Rene Reid Yarnell, has written The New Entrepreneurs, the first business
manual for the 21st century. Yarnell shows how to work from home and make a
fortune. This is real, practical, advice & ideas from an award winning author.
Maureen A. Hennessey explains How To Go Almost Anywhere for Almost
Nothing.She covers hostels, courier services, and internet sites for the best
deals. Entertaining and enlightening plus great antidotes from a true free spirit.
To contact: GOMH@AOL.com
08/19
Kathy Mattea, Country Music Association 2 time Grammy winner for female
vocalist of the year. She has just released he, The Innocent Years. www.mattea.com
Christopher Kimball, Editor-Publisher of the prestigious Cook’s Illustrated
Magazine. Begun in 1993, Cook’s Illustrated takes on advertising yet tests for the
best recipes, not the most complicated. Chris offers scientific tips and recipes for
regular folks. His latest book The Best Recipe, huge 550 pages is exactly as
titles. If you only have room for one cookbook, this is it.. www.cooksillustrated.com
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George Pappadopoulos, quit his successful restaurant business after 21 years
when he learned Blackjacks Hidden Secrets. George has “the system”. He has a
78% win average and tells how to win consistently. www.blackjacknocounting.com
Chris Bird, a former police reporter for the San Antonio Express-News and
commissioned Royal Military Police Officer (UK) will talk about his newly revised
Concealed Handgun Manual. He has 40 years experience as a handgun shooter
and is a certified Texas concealed handgun instructor. www.privateerpublications.com
08/26
E.Randall Floyd, discussed 100 of the World’s Greatest Mysteries. Mr. Floyd
journeys through a universe of forgotten truths. Classic mysteries that have stood
the test of time. For Autographed books call 706) 738-0354
Dr. Roy E. Vartabedian, author of Nutripoints. Dr. Vartabedian has appeared on
The Today Show, Regis & Kathie Lee, and lectured worldwide. He was the
Executive Director of the Cooper Clinic in Dallas. His life changing program could
alter what you’ve believed about foods. Which is better for you, strawberries or
grapes? Is an apple a day of real benefit? No calorie counting or worries about
sugar, fats or sodium, a do-able guide for simple, healthy eating. To order the
Nutripoint system: 888)796-5229 or www.nutripoint.com NOT SOLD IN STORES
Carol Simontacchi, author of The Crazy Makers,and host of her own radio
program Here’s to your Health. She explains how the food industry is destroying
our brains and harming our children. www.thecrazymakers.com
09/02
George Burk, American hero and burn survivor with a story that touches and
inspires everyone who reads or hears. Burk’s incredible survival after a horrible
airplane crash and the events that saved his life, led him to believe “angels walk
among us.” His story The Bridge Never Crossed, is about work, leadership, faith,
quality of life, the miracles God delivers daily. www.georgeburk.com
Stephen Coonts, New York Times best selling author (over 15 million books in
print) will tells about his latest best seller Hong Kong. Coonts relates how he got
started, writes, and gives personal insight of the man behind Jake Grafton the
21st century high tech detective. www.stephencoonts.com
09/09
The WALKERS , Greg, Bill, and Kathy, live from Las Vegas where they have
headlined since the Mid 70’s. The World’s Greatest Impressionists described the
changing face of Las Vegas. How to cope in “Sin City”, and how they have
stayed on top in the “Entertainment Capitol of the World”. Their classic
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impressions include, Sammy Davis Jr, Barbara Streisand, Rod Stewart, Dean
Martin, Liberace among others . Appearing 2 MUST SEE shows daily at Lady
Luck Casino.
Nikki Stafford, author of Lucy Lawless & Renee O’Conner Warrior Stars of Zena.
Ms. Stafford examines the worldwide phoenomia that is Zena. The stars, the
episodes and how Zena has become the first true television hero made for
females, but also enjoyed by men. www.ecw.ca/press.com
David Hofstede, in Slammin’ has written the definitive book on wrestling, the
“sport that outdraws, football, baseball, and basketball. David will tells about the
people, most embarrassing matches and gimmicks. This is a sure fire fun and
informative book. It’s all you need to know about wrestling. The early pictures of
many of wrestling stars are unbelievable. Get this book if you enjoy wrestling.
09/16
Lloyd Pye, from Louisiana is the author of Everything You Know Is Wrong. Lloyd
discusses Hominoids (Bigfoot). The book goes well beyond the 4 varieties of
hominoids to discuss why evolution doesn’t work. This “classic” work covers
much of Zacariah Sitchens efforts to explain the 6000 year old sumarian version
of how mankind as a species first appeared on earth. This is a must have book.
Order from www.Iuniverse.com
Damon Reinbold, from Arkansas, can help you overcome habits, fears and
phobias by telephone. Damon is the finest hypnotist I’ve ever heard. Stress
control, weight loss, stop smoking, fear of tests, heights, flying and much more, I
highly recommend, my friend, Damon Reinbold For a FREE consultation call 1800 4HABITS or 1-800-442-2487
Dana Holyfield, from Louisiana, returns to discuss More Swamp Cookin’ and The
Honey Island Monster, her grandfather’s story of bigfoot. This was the basis for
“The Legend of Boggy Creek”. Great Louisiana recipes and photos about life in
the swamps. You’ll love these books !!!www.cajunsexycookin.com www.swampcookin.com
www.angelfire.com/laz/swampmonster

09/23
The Babes, mix a little jazz, blues, folk, and country with humor and satire stirred
by their producer Jeff Bova (Celene Dion & Billy Joel), and you have a rockin’
CD. You’ll hear “toe to toe with your HMO”, “Viagra In the Water” & much more.
You’ve seen them on CNN & CBS Sunday Morning be sure to get the album &
try and see The Babes in person. www.fourbitchinbabes.com , www.songs.com
Bruce Bartlow MD, author of Medical Care of the Soul discusses end of life
issues. This is an increasingly necessary topic as America ages. A book highly
recommended for those with terminal illnesses their families or for caregivers.
BGB@Snowcrest.net
(14)

Paula Maas of the F.I.J.A. (Fully Informed Jury Association) describes the power
constitutionally bestowed upon juries. Powers judges seldom mention to judge
the defendant and the law. www.fija.org , www.fija-ariz.org , www.jail4judges.org
Paul Ruggieri MD, explains the next big stock profit potential in Profiting From
Human Genome Stocks. This could easily be bigger than the internet. This little
known field is of major interest to listeners wanting to make money in the new
millennium. www.tradingmarkets.com
09/28
Dr. John Brandenburg & Monica Rix Paxson, authors of Dead Mars, Dying Earth.
Eliminating our oil dependence, and save our planet from the fate of mars. They
discuss the NASA Mars cover-up conspiracy more. www.solarcafe.com/destinationspace
Christopher Kimball, editor and publisher of Cook’s Illustrated & The Yellow
Farmhouse Cookbook. Kimball’s program will be syndicated on PBS television in
January. He’s both entertaining and informative. www.cooksillustrated.com
Capt. George Burk USAF (ret.), author of The Bridge Never Crossed almost died
due to a fiery airplane crash. He was the only survivor of 16 passengers. Capt.
Burk, a true profile in courage will discuss fire safety. Fall is the prime season for
fire accidents. www.georgeburk.com book 1-800 768-5868
Dr. Nick Begich, from Alaska, will reveal the hidden dangers in portable home
phones and cell phones. Dr. Begich, author of Earth Rising, the Revolution
discloses the technology to make these devices safer. www.earthpulse.com
10/07
A.W. Stencell, Canada’s P.T. Barnum will describes circuses, side shows and the
Girl Show. The vice-president of the Circus Historical Society takes you under
the tent flap and into a world now gone. He’ll tell us why the Girl Show is no more
along with a stroll down the midway. The photos are outstanding. (adults only)
Bowen White MD, offers help for all of us off kilter. He explains Why Normal Isn’t
Healthy. Bowen can help you physically, mentally, and spiritually laugh your way
to a healthier life. www.bowenwhite.com
Jim Condit Jr. & Danny Gutenkauf, of the Precinct Project Institute/Cincinnati
News Service will expose Vote Fraud In America. Yes America !!! While we
monitor voting elsewhere is it possible that fraud is occurring here ?
www.votefraud.com & www.votescam.org
(15)

10/14
Jim Maars, author of rule by SECRECY, examines the shadowy figures that
actually rule. Maars gives evidence of the world’s most closely guarded secrets
from ancient mysteries to modern day conspiracies. He presents disturbing proof
that the real movers and shakers conspire to control elections, stocks,even news.
A rivioting book, paranoia or fact? This book may change your perspective.
David Hofstede, outlines everything you ever wanted to know about Charlie’s
Angels Casebook. The new movie and remake of the television program makes
this one of the most enduring of all programs. www.charliesangelsfan.com
Carla Brooks Johnston, author of Screened Out, blows the lid off the controlled
media. How “corpocracy”, de facto government by mega-corporations, is
replacing democracy and transforming legitimate communication on the public
airwaves into propaganda for profiteering. 800-541-6563
10/21
Len Bracken, underground conspiracy expert, author of The Arch Conspirator,
covers “the Russian Conspiracy” to the Oklahoma City bombing. He tells of the
dark corridors of conspiracy, politics, murder, and mayhem, J. Edgar Hoover’s
room in the Headquarters of the Scottish Rite in Washington and the Masonic
P-2/CIA attempted overthrow of the Italian government. www.lenbracken.com
Silver Raven Wolf is a genuine practicing witch. Halloween, customs, recipes &
spells is the best book I’ve ever read on Halloween lore and traditions, plus
recipes and games to set up the best Halloween parties. www.silverravenwolf.com
Ben Lilliston, along with Ronnie Cummins, wrote the first consumer guide to
Genetically Engineered Foods. This is front page news with the re-call of Kraft &
Safeway taco shells. Genetically Engineered ingredients are in nutritional
supplements and 60 to 70 % of food products on supermarket shelves. The US is
one of the few countries not requiring labeling. www.iatp.org or www.purefood.org
10/28
Brad Steiger, with over 170 books in print covering all aspects of the paranormal.
Brad relates true stories, from his archives, of things that go “bump” in the night.
His latest work Shadow World, my highest recommendation. www.bradandsherry.com
Tim Roderick, author of Apprentice to Power discusses Wicca today. A Wiccian
Priest, Tim explains why there are over a million witches in the US and what they
believe. No hype, but lessons to help each of us. www.earthdancecollective.org
Jamie Wood and Tara Seefeldt, have written The Wicca Cookbook. This should
be in your kitchen. Lore, traditions and recipes both new and ancient from two
practicing witches. Based on the 8 Sabbots it’s a year-round feast.
(16)

11/04
Daniel New, tells the ongoing story of his son Michael, who was court-martialed
for obeying his oath, his contract and the Uniform Code of Military Justice. Will
our sons and daughters be drafted into the United Nations Army? Still under
appeal, the question is, obey the constitution or orders? WWW.mikenew.com
also go to: WWW.unwatch.com and www.shirbrig.dk . To order the book
Michael New, Mercenary or American Solder, video and much more either go to
the website or write: Michael New Action Fund PO Box 100 Iredell, Tx. 76649
David Stoess, from Pleasureville,Ky. (Henry County) walked 3,800 miles from LA
to New York. This 5 1/2 month odyssey gave him a deep appreciation for
America and her people. His story Right foot in the Pacific, Left Foot in the
Atlantic is filled with humorous and harrowing tales of tortuous heat, near fatal
flash floods, relentless fire ants, and naked samaritans. www.psi-research.com
Robert Orben, author of Speaker’s Handbook of Humor is America’s foremost
authority on the use of humor in public speaking. This TV and political comedy
writer explains how to present and spice up speeches. Robert Orben is a national
treasure whom I feel honored to call my friend. If you’re planning any type of
speech PLEASE buy this book not only for your sake, but your audience!!
11/11
Kevin D. Randle Phd., author of The Roswell Encyclopedia delivers the truth
about the most intriguing UFO evidence available. Randle, a retired U.S.A.F.
Captain, is the expert on this event.
B.G.Burkett, co-chairman of the Texas Vietnam Memorial, , wrote Stolen Valor.
Burkett shatters the “Rambo” image of Vietnam vets and names those falsifying
their records. www.stolenvalor.com
Jim Condit Jr. & Danny Gutenkauf, follow-up of the amazing Erskine Overnight
program of Oct. 7th concerning VOTE FRAUD. www.votescam.com www.votefraud.net
11/18/00
Craig Zirbel, Scottsdale attorney presents the case of The Texas Connection.
LBJ’s long rumored complicity in the assassination of JFK is finally exposed.
January Jones, in Jackie, Ari, & Jack, presents a most compelling case for
Aristotle Onassis and Jackie’s involvement in the Kennedy Assassination. The
love triangle is presented. WWW.januaryjones.com or 877) 4-JANUARY
Dr, Victor Zeines DDS, author of Healthy Mouth, Healthy Body, may change the
way you look at dentistry. Dr. Zeines strikes a blow against conventional thinking
of how to treat root canals, gingivitis, gum disease, and the dangers of fluoride.
He presents positive solutions to healthier living. www.natdent.com
(17)

11/25
Brian J. Karem, author of Spin Control, exposes the problems in today’s news
reporting and political world. Karem has the credentials, as an award winning
investigative reporter, writer, producer, and former correspondant for America’s
Most Wanted. MUST READ BUT ADULTS ONLY
Sue Storm, “The Angel Lady” helps us give thanks and remind us that there
exists Angel First Aid, RX For Miracles. Miracles can happen if we recognize our
angel guardians. www.theangellady.net 800-323-1790
Monty Roberts, author of the NY Times best seller Shy Boy, Roberts has a new
pain free “join-up” method of horse gentling (training). HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
WWW.montyroberts.com or 888) 826-6689
Rabbi Joshua Hammerman, discusses the internet for spiritual purposes.
Perhaps we can better understand God by logging on. The author of The Lord Is
My Shepherd Dot Com. www.thelordismyshepherd.com
12/2
Commander William Donaldson USN (Ret.), discusses the politically motivated
cover up of the downing of TWA 800 and the loss of 240 lives.
www.TWA800.com
Phillip Schreibman, author of My Cat Saved My Life. Wonderful story about pet
power to change your life. This is a tale of a man down to despair brought back
to a productive life by observing and learning from this “heaven sent” cat.
www.mycatsavedmylife.com

Ronan Hardiman, LIVE FROM DUBLIN IRELAND, presents an incredible new
work Anthem, a musical, magical, feast for listeners. If you enjoy music this CD is
a must. Hardiman is the composer of the hugely successful Lord of the Dance.
www.roninhardiman.com

12/09
Dr. Lorraine Day MD, gives her cures for cancer and how to live to be over 100.
A guest on 60 minutes, Nightline, Oprah, CNN Crossfire, and Larry King, Dr. Day
explains the cancer “business”, Aids, and vaccines. 800) 574-2737 www.drday.com
Joyce Riley vonKleist RN, Director of the American Gulf War Veterans Assoc.,
tells of the military being used as guinea pigs for anthrax. Vaccines. She also
exposes biological dangers to the public from government black-ops programs.
Go to her website M-F 6PM to 8PM for her radio program. Gulf War Veterans
Information and much more 800) 231-7631 www.gulfwarvets.com
Kenneth C. Bucchi, has just finished his latest work Operation Pseudo Miranda.
(18)

Bucchi, a veteran of the CIA drug wars and a key operative tells all from the
inside. He exposes and explains the roles of top US Officials and agencies
involved in the war on drugs. Operation Pseudo Miranda , soon to be a major
motion picture and television series is non-stop action, international intrigue, and
tells about the deals our government had to cut to try and slow the drug trafficing.
It is hard to fathom but then it is all true from the man who lived this story.
Christopher Kimball, editor-publisher of the prestigious Cook’s Illustrated, just in
time for the holidays explains how to perfectly cook a turkey and make the best
stuffing you ever ate. He also supplies tips and recipes from his latest book , the
400 page The Dessert Bible. Free copy of Cook’s Illustrated call 800) 611-0759
or go to www.cooksillustrated.com
12/16
Mark Nestmann, tells how the government can seize and keep your property.
How to protect your assets and avoid putting yourself at even greater risk with
some of the “supposed” solutions. www.nestmann.com or www.sovereighsociety.com or
call 800/ 345-6665 (free catalogue)
Dr. Carl Patrasso explains your dreams and sleep habits. Dr. Patrasso talks
about sleepwalking, dreams, how much sleep you need, how to sleep better,
during the 1/3 of our lives spent sleeping. Email @ cpatrasso@AOL.com
Robert Sullivan, senior editor of Time Magazine provides physical clues and
expert testimony that reindeer can fly and Santa does exist. Robert’s book The
flight of Reindeer has been adapted for the CBS television special The Christmas
Secret starring Richard Thomas and Beau Bridges. www.glennwolff.com
12/23
Bill Gottlieb, author of Alternative Cures, for over 25 years has written and edited
in the field of natural health. He created and supervised production of the 10
million copy seller The Doctor’s Book of Home Remedies. Cures for back pain,
chronic fatigue & an herbal “cocktail” that stops flu in 24 hrs ,Alternative Cures
should be on everyone’s bookshelf as a first line of defense. 800) 848-4735
Share Starwas presents messages from loved ones who have “crossed over”
plus psychic interpretations 909) 887-9354 for counseling appointment.
Ralph Emery, the legendary “voice of country music” will talk about 50 Years
Down A Country Road.
Dorothy Morrison , will explain the origins and worldwide celebration of Yule.
She’ll take us around the world from churchgoers on roller skates in Venezuela to
the female “Santa” in Italy. Perfect for Christmas Eve.
(19)

Susan RoAne, has been featured in The Wall Street Journal, Newsweek, USA
Today, etc. tells How To Work A Room, the ultimate guide to savvy socializing.
Perfect guest for planning New Years Eve. www.susanroane.com
Paul Edwards, zeros in on what is on the past and preparing for the future. How
To Start A Home Based Business For Dummies has to be on the mind of many,
with more pressure in the workplace and an uncertain economy.
www.simplegoodlife.com or www.workingfromhome.com
Robert Morning Sky, explains what to be prepared for as we enter the New
Millennium. Through Hopi prophecy and the teaching of the tribal elders, Robert
gives guideposts to take heed for our physical, mental, and spiritual survival.
(20)

